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The SARS virus is thought to jump from animals to humans.© SPL

There are now four suspected cases of SARS in China, according to the World Health Organization (WHO), all of which may have stemmed from exposure to the virus in a laboratory.

One probable case involves a 26-year-old woman from Anhui Province who worked in a viral morphology lab in the Beijing Center for Disease Control and Prevention, China, and became ill on 22 March. A young nurse who cared for the woman in Beijing has also fallen ill.

Initial laboratory tests suggest that both women have SARS (severe acute respiratory syndrome), but this will only be confirmed by additional tests in external laboratories, says the WHO.

Two other people are also being investigated to see if they have contracted the disease. The lab worker\'s mother fell sick and died on 19 April. Another worker from the laboratory fell ill on 17 April and is being examined. \"That lab has now been closed,\" says WHO spokesman Dick Thompson in Geneva, Switzerland.

If confirmed, this occurrence of SARS will be the first since two cases in Guangdong Province, China, in January this year. Health officials have been on high alert for the return of SARS since it emerged from that region in November 2002 and sparked a worldwide epidemic.

The WHO said yesterday that contacts of the nurse are being monitored for signs of the disease and that five have developed a fever. A fuller picture of the situation is expected to emerge over the weekend.

If additional tests prove these cases are SARS, researchers\' first priority will be to establish how easily the strain is transmitted from person to person and whether it has the potential to spread like the 2002 strain, says public health expert Jeffrey Koplan of Emory University in Atlanta, who has advised the Hong Kong government on SARS. Five confirmed cases of SARS have been reported since the initial outbreak, but none passed the virus on to others.

Although SARS has moved out of the media spotlight, Koplan says that there is ongoing surveillance of patients in China; the country was criticized during the first outbreak for its slow response. \"The fact they can pick up a case and do fast contact tracing is a positive development,\" he says.

Researchers are little closer to understanding where SARS originally came from and why it sporadically erupts, although it is thought to jump to humans from animals. However, laboratories with samples of the virus have spawned infections before: two lab workers, in Singapore and Taiwan, have contracted SARS since the main epidemic was brought under control.
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